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Abstract
In order to explore the potential of social mobile media for educational purposes, this paper
combines the theory of boundary crossing with recent findings from the fields of mobile
learning and social media. Particular reference is made to boundaries between formal and
informal contexts.
Learning in and across ever changing contexts is a constituent element of the expanding field of
mobile learning (Kukulska-Hulme, Sharples, Milrad, Arnedillo-Sánchez, & Vavoula, 2010;
Sharples, Taylor, & Vavoula, 2005). Particular potential is seen in linking learning in formal
contexts such as school and universities with learning in the informal context of everyday life
(Norbert Pachler, Cook, & Bachmair, 2010). Only recently, mobile learning researchers have
started to investigate the relationship between mobile learning and social practices and networks
under the notion of social mobile media (Lewis, Pea, & Rosen, 2010; N. Pachler, Ranieri, Manca,
& Cook, 2012; Tu, McIsaac, Sujo-Montes, & Armfield, 2012). However, while the convergence of
social and mobile media may offer specific affordances for education - by connecting different
learning spaces - there is a lack of empirical and theoretical work.
In order to gain first insights into this emerging phenomenon, we connect the theory of “boundary
crossing” with learning practices based on social mobile media. Recent education studies have
summarized the rich literature about the educational potential of boundary crossing and boundary
objects; boundaries are understood as socio-cultural differences that lead to discontinuities in
action and interaction and can stimulate learning. Broadly speaking, boundary crossing involves a
person's transitions and interactions across different socio-cultural spaces; boundary objects are
artefacts, for example teaching portfolios and school grades, that have a bridging function in
boundary crossing (Akkerman & Bakker, 2011; Akkerman & Van Eijck, 2011; Star, 1989).
Recently, Akkerman & Bakker (2011) have discerned four main boundary mechanisms:
identification, coordination, reflection and transformation.
In our discussion we will analyse socio-cognitive and socio-cultural forms of mobile learning on the
basis of these mechanisms. (For a selective overview see Table 1). In so doing we will take
examples from the literature as well as from a broad range of own studies from the field of health
and medical education; a field that is characterized by socio-cultural diversity and high adoption
rates of mobile and social mobile media as well as dynamic learning and work contexts (Black et
al., 2010; Franko & Tirrell, 2011; Pimmer, Pachler, & Genewein, 2013).
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Boundary
mechanism

Examples of learning practices based on social mobile media:

Identification

 … facilitate the negotiation of professional identities and professional
status of medical students and practitioners on social network sites
across national/cultural boundaries (Pimmer, Linxen, & Gröhbiel, 2012).

Coordination

 … support the coordination of different professional groups, i.e. medical
practitioners with different levels and domains of expertise across patient
treatment and team meetings.

Reflection

 … stimulate reflection that is closely linked to sharing and discussing of
work-based experiences of geographically dispersed midwifery students
(with different professional specialisations) in social network spaces
(Brysiewicz et al., 2013).

Transformation

 … can facilitate the transformation of educational and cultural practices in
the classroom over time, as media is adopted from private settings
(Pimmer, Linxen, Gröhbiel, Jha, & Burg, 2012).

Mobile media as boundary objects …

Table 1: A selective overview of boundary mechanism and learning practices
The boundary practices outlined show that, while mobile devices do not automatically act as
boundary objects, (Beddall-Hill & Raper, 2010), shared representations on social mobile media can
well support boundary mechanisms of identification, coordination, reflection and transformation.
Portability and multimedia capture allows documenting and 'carrying' learning experiences in the
form of multimodal representations across different physical contexts into (new) socio-cultural
communities. Moreover, connectivity of the mobile devices and the connected nature of social
media per se act as 'social glue', tying together different socio-cultural spaces in more immediate
ways not possible before.
Our examples will also show how social mobile media bridge boundaries in manifold ways:
between and within different professions, between 'novices' and 'experts', between people who
draw from different cultural and linguistic resources, across a diversity of locations, over time as
well as across formal and informal spaces. Social mobile media practices appear to arise often in
informal and in private learning spaces; learning that certainly needs to be acknowledged in more
formal education settings. However, the direct integration can be difficult due to the often very
disparate socio-cultural characteristics of formal and informal settings. The implementation of
social media into formal education has led to mixed (partly negative) results (George & Dellasega,
2011; Vincent & Weber, 2011), since classroom and teaching cultures tend to interfere with the
peer dynamics of novel media practices; this manifests itself, for example, in students who do not
want to 'friend' their teachers. However, our examples provide some evidence that social mobile
media are particularly suitable to overcome boundaries between more formal education settings
such as schools/universities and relatively informal work-based learning (Pimmer & Pachler, 2013).
Many opportunities would be missed if we understand boundaries (and their associated learning
potential) exclusively as socio-cultural differences that lead to discontinuities. Instead, the
analytical focus should be on the affordances that social mobile media offer for connecting different
socio-cultural spaces in order to facilitate or enhance learning and problem solving - in ways not
possible before.
The scope of this paper permits a limited and selective engagement and will, naturally, not allow
any definitive accounts of the complex and multi-faceted phenomena at hand. However, in
combining the theory of boundary crossing with recent findings from the field of technology
enhanced, mobile learning and social media we intend to offer first insights and guidance for future
exploration.
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